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1/1/95 91' I' St., Nil 11509 
a hington, DC 20004 

Dear Jim, 

Jeremy Gunn and the ARRB's information man, i2om, were here "Junday. I gave them copies 
of what they seemed interested in that were at hand in my office and I loaned them the 
disas of Case Open so they could have access to what was not published, which was most 
of ".t, with the understanding that the board could make any use of any it of it but 
not make it available to others. nut one ttp_ng they wanted is missing, the Radio/and TV 
ep)rts hoe.. I did tell Jeremy that you have a copy. 0111 you please offer him a copy? 

and lot me know what it includes in the event it does not include all? y source has 
ret rned to reporting and keoe ho:: to reach him. 

also gave him a. copy of my letter to you of which I sent a copy .to Harwell. I ex- 
pItelled my desirelto be able to r:epond to the many libels of me that they are sinking 
pernanently available for widespread misuse, or that the agencies are using the 1 992 
Ict for that purpose. I hope the bigrd gets interested in that practise. I suggested 
to eremy that they can begin Tath a telephone:Dquest. In 'tis regard, I was not able 
to ':arch the records 1 got from the (jiA that include the Office of Security response 

sent to Larry ameton of whice yot have a copy. if  you can find it will you please / - 
him a cosy?lt sass then u had two files on n2 and then they lined it through and did 

iive hin. Nor 03d 'Me give him those two files. Or me. I also gave Lynch a copy 
he wae en the aeon? in 78-Ye20/0420 or after that when he was working on that CIA 
ption under POIA. 

lje talked quite a bit and = t ink the have an idea of the areas in which I can help 
sw;geeted they should get the records in my lawsuits and copies of all of my a 

appeals. -hich I believe thoee who followed Lihea had destroyed. I told him you and I have 
cop"ee of then Red I believe they are an important part of. the hbstory of the case. Of 
the may things I appealed e have written hire suixesting that they get the FBI copy of 
the 'II& i.texico City tape(s) Eldon Rudd flee to Dallas the night of 11/22/63 and the FBI 
tr< 

 
scrintion of them, withheld in 0322 and appealed, with attachments. 

told him a:..)out the e'BIte 94, "Research natters" files and what they include and 
about the Dallas 	cabinet in which thee kept tapes, pictures, etc. Also where they 
filo locally their police and other contacts, in the 80 file for which the field offices 
have no other uses. if they need eN.amples 1 caa provide them, he said the Ci11 appears to 
be c ope'..ative with their first reqoests of it for what they lett :MCA have. In that 
rag. rd 1 rferred hin to what I have ;Le. the Al re rint from the NPIC that fielin suppressed. 
And -0 Pie reported other copiee of the Z fiain made in Dallas. ne'd heard of that. Walko 
told me about it. tub I forgot te toll him shat may "subject" files of copies is. 

Hope yuu eyes re improving, as DaWe did Sunday. 
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